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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- focus on resident civic action and inaction in the Old
North area of Davis, California.


Monday, January 27, 2014


Old North Upkeep 5: Owner-Renter Differences (234)


Like other small cities hosting a mega state university with numerous students squeezed into rented residential
properties, Davis has a rich lore focused on “student
renter" derelictions.


The counts I have done allow us, in a modest way, to
attempt to assess the degree to which there is any truth in
this lore.


Table 7 shows the positive and negative upkeep levels divided into four categories of owner-occupants of
homes, rentals to people who are not students, rentals to groups of students, and a number of places that were
either vacant or for I which I did not know anything about the occupants.


Before discussing the findings, I need to report that 13 of the 163 street-visible residences were either vacant or
I was not certain about owner-renter status. This is 8% of the total. This “short-fall” should be kept in mind in
interpreting the statistics. I do not think it seriously distorts the overall picture, but others might have a different
view.


I should also say I was surprised by how easy it was for me to classify the great bulk of residences. This might
be accounted for by the fact that I am a long-time area dog walker and I have strolled past and observed all 163
of these places many times since 1974. Through earlier research projects and socializing, I have come to know
the names of a great many both past and present residents and their relations to their properties. The surprise
would be, instead, my not knowing about the owner-renter status of properties.


The basic findings are presented in Table 7. Area-wide, ON has a positive upkeep rate of 76%. If there were no
owner-renter effect, the percentage should be 76 or near to it in each of the three pertinent top-row cells of
Table 7.
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But this is not the case. Instead, the percentage of owner-occupants rated positive is higher than the other two
categories: 88 versus 52, versus 64%.


Stated as positive percentages, this finding seems less dramatic than when we look at the differences stated in
the negative reverse:


owners 12% negative upkeep


non-student renters 48% negative upkeep


student renters 36% negative upkeep


So from this count anyway, we can say that renters are less likely to keep up their residences than owners.
Sadly, I suppose, there might be some truth in the stereotype.


One mild surprise is that student renters have a higher rate of positive upkeep than non-student renters--64%
compared to 52%.  Stated in the negative, this is 48% negative upkeep for non-student renters and 36%
negative upkeep for student renters.


A more refined view of these data is presented in Table 8. There are also some mild surprises here that seem
initially but not ultimately counter-intuitive.
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Posted by John Lofland at 1/27/2014 07:32:00 AM  


Labels: owner occupants, renters, Student Rentals, Upkeep


First, owners are not only the champion Martha Stewart up keepers--as we would expect based on
stereotypes--they also tie student renters on the percent of blighted homes--2%. In absolute terms, owners
have the most blighted residences--2, versus 1 for student renters.


Second, I am surprised by the incidence of eccentric maintenance among owners and that this percentage is
about the same as among non-student renters (8% and 9%, respectively).


Third, at this micro level of statistics on places in physical proximity, sheer numbers and not simply percentages
begin to require serious attention.


For example, it is one thing to say that 8% of owners have eccentrically upkept homes. It is another to say that
among 82 owners, 7 of them maintain eccentrically up kept places. Eight may be a small percent, but an
absolute seven of them might figure larger in human assessment and perception “on the ground.”


*          *          *
Overall, these data confirm common stereotypes about owner-renter differences in keeping up their properties.


But, these findings feature the surprise that owners are more likely to have blighted properties than renters and
student renters have somewhat higher rates of positive upkeep than non-student renters.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- focus on resident civic action and inaction in the Old
North area of Davis, California.


Thursday, January 23, 2014


Old North Upkeep 3: Compared to Nearby Areas (232)


A 76% positive upkeep score for ON, of course, prompts
the question: What does that mean?


Is that “good” or “bad?”


Well, I guess it depends upon the context in which you
compare it.


From among comparison contexts, I think it is reasonable use three well-known neighborhoods near ON.


These are College Park, Elmwood, and Reed Drive. For reference, a map of each of these showing the parcels
coded is reproduced here.


With critical and cynical commentary provided by my spouse, Lyn Lofland, I coded the
respective 42, 56, and 25 residences comprising these neighborhoods.


Together with ON, the results are presented in Table 3.


We see that these other areas have decidedly higher positive upkeep scores than ON,
namely 76% for ON compared to 95%, 100% and 100% for the other three.


(These results are so strong that the five levels of upkeep results shown in Table 4
hardly matter.)


I hasten to say that anyone who doubts these numbers is welcome to use the maps I provide in this post and
do their own coding. (This is science in the best sense.  Anyone who makes a competent try should be able to
replicate or refute the findings of other observers.)


I conclude that ON is, in this comparative perspective, a relatively downscale area.


Obviously, of course, we need to score positive upkeep levels for many additional areas
in order to have a fuller understanding.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- focus on resident civic action and inaction in the Old
North area of Davis, California.


Wednesday, January 29, 2014


Posted by John Lofland at 1/29/2014 08:21:00 AM  


Old North Upkeep 6: Discussion (235)


When I began researching this series, I envisioned the
concluding post as a substantial treatment of the features,
causes and consequences of ON upkeep.


But, as time has gone by and I have contemplated the data
we see in tables 1 through 8, my zeal for interpretative
conclusions has waned.


I now lean, instead, to offering a single concept related to these data and otherwise leaving interpretation to
readers.


That single idea is heterogeneity, which one dictionary defines as “the quality of being diverse and not
comparable in kind.” Another dictionary defines heterogeneous as “made up of parts that are different.”


Below, I offer a list of some ways in which we observe heterogeneity in ON.


As you read this list, you might keep in mind that the three neighborhoods I reported as scoring higher than ON
on upkeep (College Park, Elmwood and Reed Drive) are also considerably less heterogeneous.


1. In ON, residential buildings were constructed over the better part of a century--some as early as 1913 (and
one in 1896) and some only recently--although most went up in the 1920s through the 1950s.


2. Some structures were built to be apartment rentals and others were intended for “single family” ownership,
among other configurations.


3. Residences and residential buildings are very different in sheer size, quality of construction, and architectural
style.


4. The ON area is significantly penetrated by several forms of non-residential buildings and other structures.


5. ON residents are of quite varied ages and family formations--featuring student renter groups, single adult
households, and relatively few traditional families, among other configurations.


6. Residents vary in economic and occupational and social class status (but ON racial and ethnic homogeneity
is quite evident).


7. As can be inferred from the observational data presented in previous posts, residents are of varied and
distinctive tastes in how a residence should appear and be kept up.


8. Residents are of varied orientation to ON qua ON, varying from obliviousness or numbness as regards the
area, through consciousness of and concern for it, up to contempt for the very idea of caring about it at all.


*           *           *


These and additional dimensions of ON heterogeneity make up a complex stew of variables. I leave it to the
reader to decide the degree to which any of them are or are not related to interpreting ON level of upkeep.  
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- focus on resident civic action and inaction in the Old
North area of Davis, California.


Sunday, January 19, 2014


Old North Upkeep 1: Introduction & Overview (230)


This post is the first in a series of six that address the topic
of the level of home and landscape maintenance in Old
North. People use a variety of words and phrases to refer
to this matter. These include state of repair, conservation,
preservation, and upkeep. I like the crispness of the term
“upkeep” and it is the one I feature in this series. The
topics of the posts are as follows.


Old North Upkeep 1: Introduction & Overview (230).
The series begins with this “introduction and overview.”


Old North Upkeep 2: Measuring (231).
In the next post I will hone the concept of “upkeep” into a measurement tool by specifying five aspects of it in a
way that can be used to gauge five levels of upkeep observed on ON residential parcels.


In descending order, these five levels are: Martha Stewart, Ordinary, Eccentric, Scruffy, and Blighted.


I applied this measurement tool to each of the 163 street-visible ON residences, placing each in one of the five
levels.


The number and percentage of residences at each of these levels are reported


Old North Upkeep 3: Compared to Nearby Areas (232).
The numbers of residences we see at each level of upkeep poses the classic question of “are these big
numbers or little numbers?” In an effort to get a preliminary handle on this, I then used the five level scheme to
classify the street-visible homes in College Park, Elmwood, and Reed Drive. These results are presented and
compared to ON.


Old North Upkeep 4: Variation By Face Block (233)
In the process of “coding” homes block-by-block, I noticed that face blocks seemed to differ quite noticeably in
how residences distributed across the five levels of upkeep. Curious about this, I computed levels of upkeep for
each of the 11 ON face blocks. Although I think it is important to know about this variation, I also think that there
is no need to point to face blocks by name. So, in reporting, I use only percentages and name face blocks by
an arbitrary alphabet letter. Because of this, specific face blocks cannot be identified.


Old North Upkeep 5: Owner-Renter Differences (234).
One common claim and belief is that resident homeowners keep up their properties better than either non-
student renters or student renters. Seeking to see if this were true, I also classified residences into these three
categories. Tables showing levels of upkeep by owner, non-student renter, and student renter are presented.


Old North Upkeep 6: Discussion (235).
I offer some interpretative commentary in the above posts, but that is not sufficient to make larger sense of
these data. So, in the final post I try--in a very modest way--to understand why we observe the level of ON
upkeep we see.


 _________________________
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- focus on resident civic action and inaction in the Old
North area of Davis, California.


Tuesday, January 21, 2014


Old North Upkeep 2: Measuring (231)


In encountering a neighborhood for the first time, we form impressions about such matters
as the degree of its affluence and its level of maintenance or “tidiness.”   


At one end of the spectrum, we might be impressed that an
area consists of very large and immaculately maintained
homes on spacious lots that are lushly landscaped--even
manicured. At the other end, we might observe disheveled
shacks on tiny plots with ill-maintained, if any, landscaping.


This spectrum of course consists of the two variables of
degree of affluence and level of maintenance. Both are obviously important. But I want to put affluence to the
side until the end of this series and to focus on the related but separate variable of maintenance--or, for brevity,
upkeep.


I have been curious about how that variable might be both displayed and measured in the Old North (ON) area
of Davis.


Measuring Upkeep.
How might one in a reasonably systematic and quantitative manner measure level of upkeep for a given
property (and by extenstion a neighborhood)?


My tentative answer to this question has been to formulate a set of categories of levels of upkeep.* These
categories are shown in the left-hand column of the chart titled “Aspects of Levels of Upkeep.”


Trying simply to capture distinctions that alert people make in everyday life, there seem to me to be five broad
levels, from high to low: Martha Stewart, Ordinary, Eccentric, Scruffy, and Blighted.


We must, of course, specify features of each of these levels that, in composite, provide instructions on how to
classify a residential property we have in front of us.


These features are called “aspects” in the “Aspects of Levels of Upkeep” chart. As can be read in the next to
top row of the chart, the five categories of aspects deal, in order, with: the physical maintenance of the
residence; the decorative stylishness or lack thereof of the residence; the professionalism of the landscape
style; sheer landscape maintenance; and, yard debris.


The intersection of the five levels of upkeep and their respective five aspects generate a matrix of 20 points of
inspection in total--five for each level of upkeep.


Application.
Applying the scheme is quite simple. One stands in front of a residence and “reads” the constellation of
features seen there.


As in all measurement, the extremes are the easiest to see. And, the line between Ordinary and Scruffy is
sometimes hard to draw. But, overall, the classification task is not overly difficult.
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Reliability.
All “coding” schemes raise the question of reliability. Would another “coder” classify residences in the same
way? There are two common ways to address this question. One is to have several people independently code
the objects and compute the degree to which to their coding agrees. I have done this in a minor way in that I
asked my spouse, Lyn, her view of many of the residences and we would discuss and finally agree on a
classification. For the greatest number, our independent codings have been the same.


The other method is to publish the raw codes themselves and let readers assess the coding. I prefer to do this,
but I cannot because of the quite reasonable personal sensitivities involved.


There is a middle course on this, however. I am happy to provide the details of the codings of all 163
residences to serious inquirers who pledge they will only inspect coding for accuracy and hold in confidence the
facts of how individual properties are classified.


Beyond the above, the simple fact in this case is that all those residences are still there and anyone can go out
and redo the entire thing for her or himself and see if they get the same results.


Street-Visible Residences.
My initial thought was to code/classify every residence in ON. But I soon found myself entangled in the thorny
question of exactly where every last residence might be hidden. A fair number are not obvious.


But then I realized that the point of this endeavor is not to “code” every conceivable living place, but to measure
the level of upkeep of a neighborhood. If that is the goal, then every last abode is not the issue. Instead, one is
interested in residences that are visible to the street and therefore enter into one’s assessment of the level of
neighborhood upkeep.


Using that criterion, I have counted 163 residences that are “street-visible.” By most census and other
government efforts to count ON residences, the total is somewhere around 200. Given the years I have walked
the alleys of ON, it is not hard for me to believe that on the order to 40 residences are tucked away in odd ways
here and there and not “street-visible.”


Results.
So after this rigmarole, what do I find? My first attempt to write the results used the five categories as the first
item to report. But that seemed to me too indirect and ambiguous.


So instead, I have decided, as a first matter, to report the results in the sharper form of combining the five levels
into only two categories. I call these “positive upkeep” versus “negative upkeep.”


This sharper presentation is shown in Table 1, where we see that 76% of ON residences exhibit positive
upkeep as opposed to 24 percent that show negative upkeep.


The “positive” category consists of the Martha Stewart, Ordinary, and Eccentric residences combined.
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“Negative” consists of Scruffy and Blighted residences combined.


This sharpness opens the way to appreciating the greater nuance then shown in Table 2. 
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Labels: Upkeep


On the positive side, the great bulk of residences are Ordinary (66%, which is 107 residences). These are are
flanked by a small number of Martha Stewart places above them (4% or 6 residences) and a slightly greater
number of Eccentric residences below them (7% or 11 residences).


The approximately one-quarter of ON residences showing negative levels of upkeep divide into mostly Scruffy
places (22% or 36 residences) with a handful of Blighted ones (2% or three places).


*          *          *
To me, these results are another good example of how numbers per se have little or no meaning outside of
contexts that provide comparisons.


So, the purpose of the next four posts is to provide numerical and other contexts for interpreting these results.


______________
* An alternative measurement strategy that I have used in other work focuses on holistic neighborhood features
rather than on residence characteristics. This alternative is applied to Davis neighborhoods in a paper titled
“lime politics,” which can be read online here:


http://www.davishistoricalsociety.org/2-8-progressive-1972-89/Lime%20Politics.pdf/view 


Over the longer term, this might prove to be a better approach.
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On this blog, I -- John Lofland, jlofland@dcn.org -- focus on resident civic action and inaction in the Old
North area of Davis, California.


Saturday, January 25, 2014


Old North Upkeep 4: Variations by Face Block (233)


In addition to further comparing ON to other areas, I think it of use to contemplate how it varies within itself by
“face block” in upkeep terms.


By “face block” I mean the area along a street between two
intersecting streets. For example, the 600 numbered
residences on C Street between Sixth and Seventh streets
form a “face block.”


ON has eleven face blocks, six in the 600s tier and five in the 500s tier.


Having coded 163 street visible residences by viewing one residence after another block-by-block, I had
developed the data making face block calculations possible.


In Table 5, we see the percent positive upkeep for each of the 11 face blocks arrayed from lowest to highest.
(As explained in the first post in this series, I am not indicating the identities of specific face blocks. This is done
by reporting percentages and not numbers of residences and assigning an alphabet letter to each block in
place of its letter/hundreds name.)


The average level of positive upkeep for ON overall is 76%. The spread from a low of 60%, shown on the left in
the table, to 100% on the right is of some interest. It represents, that is, a significant swing of 40%.


Table 6 provides a more refined depiction of this face block variation. It reveals, indeed, some quite striking
inconsistencies and anomalies from face block to face block. For example, one of the most slum-like face
blocks--face block B--also has a concentration of the highest-level upkeep residences combined with a
concentration of blight! Similar although less dramatic contrasts are seen in face blocks C and D.


Looking at Tables 5 and 6 overall, they suggest to me a marked degree of visible inequality in ON. Some face
blocks are near slums but yet others have quite handsome appearances, overall. A couple of face blocks are
almost Dickensesque in their juxtaposition of upkeep levels.  
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